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What is edge 
computing ?

It means running fewer processes in the cloud and moving
those processes to the local places like the user's computer or
any other local device.
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Cloud Computing

Cloud computing is the delivery of computing services including
servers, storage, databases, networking, software, analytics, and
intelligence over the Internet to offer faster innovation, flexible

resources, and economies of scale



Edge computing works by capturing and processing the
information as close to the source of the data or desired
event as possible. 
It relies on sensors, computing devices, and machinery
to collect data and feed it to edge servers or the cloud. 

How does Edge
Computing works?
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Question time

Q.1 What are the examples of the Internet of Things(IoT)?

Q.2 Tell any of the cloud service providers



Storing a large amount of data on cloud  
Real-time access 
No need to worry about latency
Handling data of IoT devices
Autonomous systems
Enhance user experience
Consistent management

Why Edge Computing is
Important?



Let's see some important key points
of edge computing



Bandwidth



latency



Congestion



cloud computing vs
edge computing

CLOUD COMPUTING EDGE COMPUTING

More bandwidth is consumed

Globally available
High-Level security

       per second
Significantly less bandwidth is
consumed per second
Present at a local level
Comparatively Low-Level
security



Q. Tell one difference between cloud and edge computing

Q. True or False
 Latency is high in cloud computing as compared to edge 
 computing
 

Question time



Challenges of Edge
Computing

Establishing mini/micro centers

Security of devices and data

Limited scope

Quality of speed of the network(5G)



Benefits of Edge
Computing

Better performance- decrement in latency, improved capacity
Security
Data efficiency
Localized solutions
Enables future technologies- Artificial Intelligence, IoT, Robotics



Applications of
Edge Computing

Health Care sector
Retail Businesses
Transport Sector
Construction
Agriculture
Oil and Energy sector



Thank you


